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reminder and to start with: calculate magnetic properties of material 

with localized electrons

Example: Fe3+ in Bi25FeO39 ferrite  ferromagnet with estimated Tc  5 K



magnetization, magnetic susceptibility, effective magnetic moment
of Fe3+ in Bi25FeO39 ferrite

Fe3+ in high spin state with 3d5 electrons

S= 5/2; L= 0; J=5/2, ground term 2S+1LJ 

-2 -1 +1 +20ML:

octahedral crystal field

(symmetry Oh)
t2g

eg

6S5/2

• general: orbital moment is quenched for 3d electrons; spin only values for effective moment

• reason:  interaction with crystal field is stronger than spin-orbit interaction (violates Hunds- rule)

• (side remark: not relevant for present case where L=0)

6S5/2



magnetization, magnetic susceptibility, effective magnetic moment
of Fe3+ in Bi25FeO39 ferrite

Fe3+ in high spin state with 3d5 electrons

S= 5/2; L= 0; J=5/2, ground term 6S5/2 

meff =2mB 𝑆(𝑆 + 1)  5.9 mB

calculated magnetic properties in 

paramagnetic state

calculated magnetic properties in 

ordered, ferromagnetic state

mSat (0 K)  = 5 mB

Important: Integer number!

experiment: value can be derived from

magnetization curve at lowest temperature

experiment: linear fit to 1/c with 1/c = 
𝐶

𝑇−𝜃



magnetization, magnetic susceptibility, effective magnetic moment
of Fe3+ in Bi25FeO39 ferrite

A.A. Zatsiupa, J. Solid State Chem. 212, 147 (2014) 

saturation magnetization in ordered statesusceptibility in paramagnetic state

• measured effective moment about 5.82 mB

• 𝜃CW is +4 K
• measured ordered moment about 5.04 mB

• Tc  5 K



pretty good agreement with calculated values for Fe3+ in Bi25FeO39



2.0 magnetism in metals

example: Metallic Fe, Co, Ni, Gd

Important:  NON-Integer number!



why???

How to derive NON-Integer numbers of moment in saturation at 0 K?!

Do we deal with „half of an electron“????

No, it is the metallic state that is responsible



from localized states to bands

https://www.uni-ulm.de/fileadmin/website_uni_ulm/nawi.inst.251/Didactics/elekleit/html/index024.html



2.1 Free electron model



plane waves in k-space

2p/L

http://www.wmi.badw.de/teaching/Lecturenotes/magnetismus/Kapitel-5.pdf



Fermi surface (model)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlq6Qh4QcIc



structure modifications and electronic correlations in the 
series BaT2As2 (T = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu)

F. Scaravaggi et al. In preparation (2019)



dispersion relation E(k)

K. Edagawa, Science and Technology of Advanced Materials 15, 034805 (2014)

within free electron model within nearly free electron model, 

viz. with

electron experiencing

periodic potential 

potential V(x) 

electronic states at A, B 

electron experiencing

periodic potential 

periodic

lattice at edge of Brillouin zone



Brillouin zone

primitive cell in reciprocal spaceprimitive cell in real space

square lattice

hexagonal lattice

boundaries of cell in k-space are defined by planes related to points on the reciprocal lattice

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brillouin_zone



Fermi distribution

http://www.wmi.badw.de/teaching/Lecturenotes/magnetismus/Kapitel-5.pdf

----- DOS g(E)  E1/2

Fermi distribution f(E, kT=0.001m) close to T= 0 K (EFm)

Fermi distribution f(E, kT=0.05m) finite T

g(E) x f(E, kT=0.05m) occupied states at finite T



Fermi surface for real metals

http://www.phys.ufl.edu/fermisurface/periodic_table.html



2.2 Pauli paramagnetism



origin of Pauli paramagnetism

http://mriquestions.com/energy-splitting.html

Simple picture for Zeemann splitting in magnetic field Zeemann splitting in magnetic field in a metal
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2.3 Landau diamagnetism



Landau levels

http://www.wmi.badw.de/teaching/Lecturenotes/magnetismus/Kapitel-5.pdf 


